
 Attack Outline – Contracts- Fall 2021 

I. Common Law/Restatement or UCC or CISG? 

II. Traditional Enforceable Contract Formed? 

A. Intent to be legally bound? 

B. Identify Offeror and Offeree 

C. Valid Offer? 

1. Manifest Objective willingness to enter an agreement 

a. Did the parties intend to be legally bound? Example Joke?  

2. Create a power of acceptance in the offeree 

a. Can offeree say, “I accept” and know they have concluded the deal? Is it vague? 

b. Specific Offeree? Exception: Contest or Reward offers 

c. Advertisement? (Solicitation for offers) Exception: So specific it leaves nothing open to 

negotiation 

3. Specify all the necessary terms of the deal. 

a. Parties, Subject, Quantity, Price 

b. UCC – Price not necessary 

D. Offer Terminated before acceptance? 

1. Irrevocable Offer? 

a. Firm Offer (2-205)– 3 month time limit, signed writing by merchant 

b. Option Contract – Consideration? Or Recital? 

c. Unilateral Contract – part performance 

d. Reliance – detrimental, usually sub-contractor- Contractor 

2. Revoked? (Explicit? Or Constructive?) 

3. Rejected? (Explicit?  Constructive? Or by Counteroffer?) 

4. Death of Offeror or Offeree? 

5. Time -Specified amount of time or reasonable amount of time? 

a. Time limit starts when received 

b. CISG - Time limit starts when sent 

E. Valid Acceptance? 

1. Manifest Objective willingness to enter into agreement (intent to be legally bound). 

2. Have power of acceptance 

a. Knowledge of Offer except in public reward 

3. Accept the offer according to Offeror or if not stated any reasonable manner, ways to 

accept things listed below: 

a. Mailbox rule- acceptance upon mailing 

b. Shipment of goods is acceptance, non-conforming goods will not be acceptance IF 

notification that it is only accommodation to buyer  

c. Part performance can act as acceptance for Bilateral Contract 

d. Unilateral only accepted upon complete performance 

e. Silence- offeree takes benefit with opportunity to reject, if its reasonable, previous 

dealings 

f. Notice-If acceptance will not be known to offeror, must notify 

g. Different Forms? 

i. Last shot rule- last form is counter offer which was accepted by performance 



ii. UCC- Keep similar terms 

1) Between merchants keep additional terms, otherwise they are proposals 

2) Knockout all different, use gap fillers 

F. Consideration? 

1. Seal? Recital? Signature problems? (Electronic Signatures are signatures) 

2. Legal Value- Detriment to promisee OR benefit to promisor 

3. Bargained for Exchange – Promisee induces detriment AND detriment induces promise 

4. Not Consideration examples 

a. Gift Promise- promising to give a gift does not incur a detriment to promisee 

b. Conditional Gift – no bargained for exchange, the condition doesn’t induce the gift 

c. Preexisting duty – if someone already had to do something then there is no detriment 

d. Past consideration- something that’s already been done, not consideration 

e. Illusory Promise – “If I agree” 

G. Modifications 

1. Restatement Requires consideration, if within statute of frauds requires writing 

2. UCC only requires good faith, no consideration 

a. is contract as modified within statutes of frauds? Must be in writing 

b. Is there a NOM? Must be in writing 

c. Waiver of terms? Example: K says delivery on Monday, but buyer asks to deliver on 

Wednesday, Seller then delivers on Wednesday, and buyer tries to sue. Seller relied on 

buyer’s waiver of delivery date 

III. Can the contract be invalidated? 

A. Incapacity 

1. Minor- contract is voidable by minor,  

a. must happen within reasonable time upon turning 18,  

b. continued performance will reaffirm contract, then not voidable.  

c. If voided must return all benefits from contract (restitution) 

B. Statute of Frauds- Types of contracts within MUST have a signed writing or not valid, contract 

enforceable against the signing party if only one signer. 

1. Marriage- promises made in consideration of marriage 

a. Not about the engagement or marriage itself (example: promise to give wife house upon 

marriage, it would be about the house) 

b. Exception through Significant performance, if parties have mostly performed the 

contract, no writing 

2. Year- Not performable within a year 

a. specifically say not performable within a year (example: no smoking for 2 years) 

b. Indefinite amount of time will be without statue of frauds. 

3. Land- Any interest in land (easement, land purchase, leases) 

a. Leases less than 1 – year, no writing 

b. Significant performance, no writing (example, payment, taking deed, improvements) 

4. Executorship 

5. Goods – Goods for price of $500 or more 

a. Between merchants if only one party signs, the other side had 10 days to reject 

otherwise it will be enforceable against both parties 



b. Exception: Specialty manufacture, Admittance of Contract, Performance 

6. Suretyship – a promise to perform duty of a third party if they fail to 

a. Creditor must have knowledge of promise 

b. Main Purpose Exception- IF surety promise for primarily own advantage, no writing 

C. Mistake – can make a contract voidable if elements are met (mistake revolve around facts, land 

was identified wrong, value of an item is incredibly off) 

1. Mutual Mistake 

a. Basic assumption on which contract is made 

b. Has material effect on exchange of performance 

c. Did adversely effected party bear risk of mistake? 

i. Explicit 

ii. Conscious ignorance 

iii. Court decision 

2. Unilateral Mistake – Same elements as mutual PLUS 

a. Enforcement would be unconscionable, OR 

b. Other party had reason to know of mistake OR their fault caused it 

D. Improper Threats/Physical Duress 

1. Assent is induced by an improper threat that leaves no reasonable alternative 

2. Improper Threat – crime or tort is threatened, threatening criminal prosecution, bad faith 

threat of use of the civil process 

E. Misunderstanding (different meaning attached to words by parties. Example “chicken” or “next 

Friday” 

1. Contract voided if: 

a. Neither party knows or should know the meaning attached by the other 

b. Both parties know or should know the meaning attached by the other 

2. Not voided if: 

a. One party knows or should know of the misunderstanding 

b. THEN: K based on ignorant party’s reasonable interpretation of the ambiguous term 

3. Maxims of interpretation 

F. Misrepresentation – assertion of a fact (or hiding of one that should be known) that is not true 

1. Material– Voidable if: 

a. There is a material misrepresentation of fact 

i. It would be likely to induce a reasonable person to manifest his assent, OR the 

maker knows that it would be likely to induce the particular recipient to do so, AND 

b. Induced the adversely affect party to manifest assent 

c. The adversely affected party was justified in relying on the misrepresentation 

2. Fraudulent- Voidable if: 

a. Same as Material PLUS when made knowingly or recklessly without knowledge of the 

truth AND with the intent to induce assent 

G. Undue Influence (rare) 

1. Unfair persuasion of a party who is under the domination of the person exercising the 

persuasion 

2. Voidable by the victim unless other party acted in good faith, had no reason to know of the 

undue influence, and relies on the transaction 



H. Unconscionability – Must shock the conscience of the court, Courts may look for both types or 

be ok with just the one if its bad enough 

1. Procedural- defect in the bargaining processes (contract of adhesion?) 

2. Substantive – terms of the deal are grossly unfair 

I. Bad Faith - A contract made in bad faith will be voidable 

J. Public Policy 

1. Regulatory 

a. Requirement must have a regulatory purpose 

b. Interest in enforcing the promise is clearly outweighed by the public policy 

2. Restraints on Competition 

a. Restraint is greater than necessary to protect promisee 

b. Promisee’s need is outweighed by 

i. Hardship to promisor 

ii. Injury to public 

IV. Alternate ways to enforce Promise? 

A. Promissory Estoppel 

1. A promise is made 

2. Promisor reasonably expects promisee to rely on promise 

3. Promisee relies on promise (Promise induced the reliance) 

4. Injustice can be avoided only by enforcement of the promise (some loss occurred) 

B. Moral Obligation – Usually arises from “past consideration” 

1. Is there a promise to pay for some benefit already received? 

2. Some courts will enforce a moral obligation if it is strong enough and justice so requires. 

C. Quasi Contract = Restitution 

1. Plaintiff conferred a benefit to the Defendant 

2. Plaintiff had a reasonable expectation of compensation 

3. Unjust enrichment of Defendant 

V. Performance (What do the parties have to do?) (What duties might be discharged?) 

A. Substantial Performance by Defendant is generally Not Material Breach (What can I do when the 

other guy breaches?) 

1. Not Material – Non-Breach Party can sue for damages, must continue to perform 

2. Material – Non-Breach Party can suspend performance, wait for cure, damages 

a. Is non-B deprived of reasonable expectation under the Contract? 

b. Is reasonable compensation available? 

c. What is the likelihood the Breach will be cured? 

d. Was there good faith and Fair Dealing? 

3. Total and Material- Suspend Performance, Cancel K, Damages 

a. All of Material, PLUS 

b. Will delay hinder substitute performance? 

c. How important is the timing of the contract? 

B. Perfect Tender Rule – Shipments from a seller must be perfect, if not Breach 

1. Buyer Accepts 

a. Failure to reject will be considered acceptance 

b. Can Revoke if: 



i. Non-conformity substantially impairs value, AND 

ii. Reasonably thought non-conformity would be cured, OR did not reasonably 

discovery non-conformity first time 

2. Buyer Rejects 

a. Must occur within reasonable time 

b. Seller may cure if performance is not yet due 

c. Seller may cure after performance is due if there is reason to think that would be 

acceptable and buyer is seasonably notified (usually from prior dealings) 

3. Exception to Perfect Tender: Installment Contracts (Sales in multiple regular shipments) 

a. Accept, must take all shipments unless substantial impairment that cannot be cured 

b. Rejection 

i. Other shipments will continue, Contract remains in force 

ii. If nonconformity is so extreme it effects the entire contract(all shipments not just 

this shipment) then there is breach of whole contract 

c. Reinstatement of Contract 

i. If Buyer later accepts non-conforming shipment without seasonably notifying of 

cancellation it will reinstate the contract 

ii. OR if action is brought only with respect to past shipments 

iii. OR if specific performance for future installments is demanded 

C. Parole Evidence Rule 

1. Fully Integrated Agreement? If so no other prior agreements admitted as evidence. 

a. Appearance Test- Does the writing seem complete? Merger clause? If yes, fully int. 

2. Partially Integrated? Supplemental agreements admissible, not contradictory agreements 

3. Should agreement in question be admitted as evidence? 

a. Separate Consideration Test – Separate consideration and agreement? Separate K. 

b. Natural Omission Test- Is agreement one that might naturally be made separately? 

c. Certain Inclusion Test- Would agreement have CERTAINLY been included in the writing? 

4. Exceptions (evidence of this stuff will be allowed in) 

a. Defenses to contract formation (Fraud, Condition, Error in Formation)  

b. Clarify Ambiguity 

c. UCC- Course of Performance, Course of Dealing, Usage of Trade 

d. Condition about the contract itself  

D. Warranty 

1. Express – Specifically Stated 

a. Any affirmation of fact, product description, or model/sample that operates as a basis 

for the bargain 

b. Cannot revoke an express warranty 

2. Implied Merchantability- Seller must be a merchant 

a. Good is fit for its ordinary purpose 

b. Revocation must specifically mention “merchantability” and if in writing, be conspicuous 

3. Implied Fit for Purpose 

a. Seller has reason to know of a particular purpose of the item and that the buyer relies 

on their skill or judgement, item shall fit the purpose. 

b. To revoke, MUST be in writing, must be conspicuous 



E. Is there a Condition? 

1. Express – a condition says IF, THEN (“in the event of” “upon”) 

a. Event that terminates a duty 

i. NOT discharged if: 

1) Event could not have been prevented AND continuance does not create 

substantial burden on obligor 

2) Event occurred due to Breach or Bad faith from obligor 

3) Obligor promised to perform in spite of non-occurrence  

b. Personal Satisfaction  

i. Objective – commercial quality, mechanical utility 

ii. Subjective – aesthetic, taste, fancy 

iii. Professionals may be held to standard of other professionals of the field 

2. Implied 

a. Order of performance 

i. Same time 

ii. If acts take different amounts of time then Longer performance first 

b. Courts may imply conditions if they seem apparent to the contract 

3. Excuses for conditions 

a. Disproportionate forfeiture, UNLESS material part of the Contract 

b. Waiver 

c. Benefiting party caused condition 

F. Excuses for not performing in general (how to get out of a contract) (think about like an implied 

condition that destroys the whole contract). 

1. Impracticability (music hall burned down) 

a. Unforeseeable event makes performance impracticable 

b. Nonoccurrence of event was a basic assumption of the K 

c. Party seeking discharge is not at fault 

2. Frustration of Purpose (king’s coronation) (still POSSIBLE to perform but what’s the point?) 

a. Unforeseeable event destroys party’s principle purpose of K 

b. Last two elements same as impracticability 

3. Risk 

a. No Excuses available if a party assumed the risk 

i. Example – Hell or High water clause 

b. Force Majeure Clause may avoid risk explicitly 

G. Is there a Repudiation? 

1. Non-Repudiating party Options (can do all three or just some) 

a. Await Performance 

b. Pursue Breach Remedy 

c. Suspend or Continue own Performance 

2. Retraction from the repudiating party 

a. Can retract before performance is due unless: 

i. Non-R has relied on the repudiation (changed plans, sought a remedy in court) 

b. Must notify non-repudiating party and include any assurance Non-R wants 

3. Right to Adequate Assurance 



a. If reasonable, may demand in writing adequate assurance of performance 

b. May suspend performance until assurance is given 

c. If request is unreasonable 

i. No assurance is required 

ii. If requesting party suspended performance they Breached 

VI. Remedies 

A. Expectation- put non-B party in position they would have been if K was completed 

1. Foreseeability- Damages must be fairly and reasonably contemplated by both parties when 

they made the contract 

2. Certainty – Amount of damages must be fairly certain 

a. Examples lost profits must be established with reasonable evidence. How much would a 

similar business make in a similar location. 

3. Buyer’s Remedies 

a. Cover – Buying substitute goods 

b. Hypo – contract price verses contract price 

c. Non-conformity – contract price verses price of goods delivered 

d. Incidental and Consequential Damages 

4. Seller’s Remedies 

a. Resale – contract price verses price gotten from resale 

b. Hypo – contract price verses market price 

c. Lost profit- only use when resale and hypo are inadequate 

d. Incidental damages only 

B. Restitution – prevent unjust enrichment, put party in position before K 

1. Benefit conferred to other party must be returned 

2. Available for breacher and non-breacher 

C. Reliance- put party in position before K. 

1. Money spent by non-breacher in reliance of K (foreseeability needs to be considered) 

D. Emotional Distress 

1. Only allowed when bodily harm, OR 

2. Breach is of a kind that can foresee emotional distress (example contract about a funeral) 

E. Liquidation 

1. Express damages listed in the contract 

2. Must be reasonable 

3. No punitive damages 

F. Mitigation 

1. Parties must mitigate losses 

2. Otherwise non mitigated losses will be subtracted from damages (will not be damages 

against non-breaching party, only lowers their own damages received) 

G. Specific Performance (preferred by CSIG) 

1. Buyer’s right to specific performance - Goods are unique 

2. When available in common law 

a. Difficulty proving damages with reasonable certainty 

b. Difficulty of procuring a suitable substitute performance by means of damages 

c. Likelihood that damages cannot be collected 



VII. Is their a Third Party Beneficiary? (A and B make a K, consider T) 

A. Only two types of T: 

1. K will satisfy an obligation from A to T 

2. K will gift a benefit to from A to T 

B. Can the contract be modified? Generally YES, but No in the following three circumstances only: 

1. T relied on it 

2. T sued on it 

3. T assented to the K at the request of A or B 

C. Defenses against T 

1. Any defenses to formation will work against T, the same as against A or B 

2. Impracticability, public policy, non-occurrence of a condition, present or prospective failure 

of performance, THEN that part of the contract is unenforceable 

D. Warranty 

1. Warranty extends to household of the buyer, or a guest of it reasonably expected to use the 

good. Seller cannot limit this warranty.  (some states have a more broad version of this 

which increases liability) 

VIII. Is there an assignment? Assignment -can assign rights or duties to another 

A. Right may be assigned unless 

1. Substitution materially changes the duty or rights of the other party 

2. Forbidden by statute or public policy 

3. Validly precluded in the contract 

B. Duty may be assigned unless 

1. A particular person is required to perform (such as an artist doing a painting) 

2. Forbidden by statute or public policy 

3. Validly precluded in the contract 

C. Assignment precluded in the contract, can still assign the following: 

1. Damages for breach 

2. Right to performance once, obligor’s performance fully completed. 

D. Gratuitous or not? 

1. An assignment is Gratuitous assignment if you get nothing in return 

a. Revocable unless in writing 

2. If you get something that would be equivalent to consideration in return, then it is not 

gratuitous and is irrevocable 

3. Defenses against the Assignee §336 

a. Any defenses under the contract to the obligee can be raised against the Assignee 

b. ALSO (unlike against third parties) unrelated claims between obligor and obligee can be 

used against the assignee that occurred before obligor had notification of the 

assignment 


